,167$//$7,21
- wall-mounted.
Fig. 3 shows how to unhook the wall fixing plate of the
thermostat. Fasten the fixing plate (fig. 4) using the
screws and dowels delivered, either directly on the wall
or on 3 module connector blocks; hook the thermostat
body on the base.
Terminal boards for the electrical connection are
mounted inside the thermostat, protected by a plastic
bottom.
To guarantee electrical safety, it is obligatory to fasten
the thermostat body to the wall with the two screws
placed in the battery compartment.
Position the thermostat at about 1.5 m from the floor, far
from heat sources, doors and windows.
/2:%$77(5<
When the symbol 'E', appears on the display the
batteries are almost exhausted. Batteries are checked
every 3 minutes.
To replace batteries proceed as follows:
- Open the battery compartment cover.
- Take out the batteries levering eventually with a tool.
- Insert new batteries (AA size, 1.5V alkaline).
Adjust the clock at every battery replacement.
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Power supply:
Battery life:
Reading range:
Sensor type:
Contact rating:
Accuracy:
Resolution:

2 x 1,5V= (AA type) alkaline
2 years
- 9.9°C to 50.0°C
NTC 4K7 ohm ±2% @ 25°C
5 (1) A @ 250V~ SPDT
±1.0 °C
0.1 °C (0.0°C to 50.0.°C)
0.2°C (-0.1°C to –9.9°C)

Setting range:
Comfort:
Economy:
Antifreeze:
Hysteresis:
Offset:
Timer
Economy/Comfort:
Measurement unit:
Format: hour
Reading saturation:

VHLWURQ
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Power supply: 2 AA type batteries
Room temperature adjustment on three levels:
comfort, reduction and antifreeze
Main parameter configuration
‘Heating’ or ‘cooling’ mode programmable
Outdoor timer possibility
Display of room temperature or current time
Flexible fastening: distance between axes 60mm or 83mm
(3 module embedding boxes)

&

5.0°C to 40.0°C
Off / Antifreeze / 5.0°C to 40.0°C
2.0°C to +25.0°C
0.0°C to 5.0°C
±3.0°C

A
,1

10 min. to 23 hours and 50 min.
°C
HH : M – Format 24 h
Temp. < -9,9°C ( - - - )
Temp. > 50.0°C (E E E)
Degree of protection:
IP 30
Operating temperature: 0°C to +40°C
Stock room temperature: -10°C to +50°C
Humidity range:
20% to 80% RH
Un-condensing
Container:
material:
ABS V0 self-extinguishing
colour: cover: signal white ( RAL 9003 )
base: anthracite grey ( RAL 7016 )
Maximum dimensions: 133 x 87 x 32 mm (L x H x D)
Weight:
~ 222 gr.

B

D

B
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$77(17,21
 )RU WKH FRUUHFW VHWWLQJ RI URRP WHPSHUDWXUH LW LV
 DGYLVDEOHWRLQVWDOOWKHWKHUPRVWDWRUWKHRXWGRRU
 SUREH LI WKLV LV XVHG IDU IURP KHDW VRXUFHV DLU
 VWUHDPVRUSDUWLFXODUO\FROGZDOOV KHDWFKDQQHOV 
 8VH FDEOHV ZLWK D PLQ VHFWLRQ RI  PPð DQG D
 PD[OHQJWKRIPIRUWKHSUREHFRQQHFWLRQV 'R
 QRW SDVV WKH SUREH FDEOHV WKURXJK WKH PDLQV
 VXSSO\UDFHZD\
 &RQQHFWWKHGHYLFHWRWKHPDLQVVXSSO\E\PHDQV
RI D VLQJOH SROH VZLWFK FRPSO\LQJ ZLWK WKH
UHJXODWLRQV LQ IRUFH FRQWDFW RSHQLQJV DW D
GLVWDQFHRIDWOHDVWPPLQHDFKSROH
 ,QVWDOODWLRQ DQG HOHFWULFDO FRQQHFWLRQV VKDOO EH
 FDUULHG RXW RQO\ E\ TXDOLILHG WHFKQLFLDQV LQ
 FRPSO\ZLWKWKHUHJXODWLRQVLQIRUFH
 0DNH VXUH WKDW WKH HOHFWULF QHWZRUN LV
 GLVFRQQHFWHGEHIRUHSHUIRUPLQJDQ\FRQQHFWLRQ

In view of continuous improvement of his products the manufacturer reserves
the right to change technical data and performances without advance notice.
The consumer is guaranteed against product compliance defects by the
European Directive 1999/44/ as well as by the manufacturer’s warranty policy
document. The complete warranty text is available upon request at the seller’s.

F
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3UREHUHDGLQJOLPLWDWLRQVDQGVDWXUDWLRQV
If the probe detects a temperature which is higher or
lower than the ranges shown hereafter, the following
messages will be displayed, not the temperature or the
current time:
'6KUW': Temperature  probe presence minimum limit
= 'Sensor in short circuit'.
'': Temperature  -9,9°C
= 'Underflow'.
'(((': Temperature ! +50°C
= 'Overflow'.
'23(Q': Temperature ! probe presence maximum limit
= 'Open sensor'.

(/(&75,&$/&211(&7,216
Fig. 2 shows the thermostat connection diagram.
Connect to the terminals:
- 1 and 2: boiler or cooling device according to the
drawing.
- 4 and 5: outdoor probe (optional).
- 6 and 7: outdoor clock (optional) if the ’CRONO’ mode
is preferred.

TAP D01 BC0 0SE 013124D4 251006
















(UURU
The second error message '(UU' shows sensor faults. If
the error message '(UU' is displayed together with the
flashing symbol 'R' one of the probes is faulty. If the
indication ',1' is enabled, the fault refers to the indoor
probe, if, instead, the indication '287' is enabled, to the
outdoor probe.
Besides, the type of problem is shown by the writings:
'23(Q' (the probe is open), or '6KUW' (the probe is in
short circuit). In the same moment when the error
message regarding a faulty probe is shown, the relay
will be set to '2))', until the fault cause has been
removed.
To exit the error state perform one of the following
operations:
- if adjustment is selected on the outdoor probe and the
outdoor probe is not available, select adjustment on
the indoor probe, by modifying the no. 4 parameter.
- if adjustment is selected on the outdoor probe and the
outdoor probe is not available, check the probe
electrical parts, i.e. verify if it is in short circuit or
disconnected.
- if adjustment on the indoor probe is selected, the
message shows that the probe is faulty. Contact the
Customer Service.

LOAD
OUTDOOR
PROBE

OUTDOOR
PROGRAMMER
)LJ

)LJ

TAP D01 BC is a battery powered digital thermostat
designed to adjust temperature on three levels, i.e.
Comfort, Reduced and Antifreeze.
The device can be applied both to heating and cooling
plants with the possibility of selecting the outdoor or the
indoor sensor for the adjusting operation.
The thermostat is equipped with an LCD visualising
temperature, current time and the set parameters.
The counting function of the relay activation time is also
available.


67$5783

On the first start-up:
Open the cover and insert batteries into the battery
compartment by respecting the direction shown
(D fig. 1). The rotating selector (B fig. 1) under the lower
cover is for selecting the thermostat operating mode:
R ¾ 2II
N ¾ &RPIRUWPRGH
O ¾ (FRQRP\PRGH
Q ¾ $QWLIUHH]HPRGH
K ¾ &KURQRPRGH
Three more buttons are available (C fig. 1):
3URJUDPPLQJ
'M' ¾
'2.' ¾&RQILUPDWLRQ
'K'' ¾ +RXUPLQXWH DGMXVWPHQW DQG WLPH

 WHPSHUDWXUHGLVSOD\
When the cover is closed 3 buttons are available on the
front panel (A fig. 1):
'' (increasing), '' (decreasing), 'NO' (temporary
switching to comfort/reduced).

6(77,1*7+(7,0(
To set the time in the thermostat proceed as follows:
- Hold down the button 'K''; for approx. 3 seconds; the
hour numbers will flash.
- Set the hour by pressing the buttons '' or ''.
- Confirm by pressing the button '2.'; the numbers for
setting the minutes will flash.
- Set the minutes by pressing the buttons '' or ''.
- Confirm and exit by pressing the button '2.'.
If no adjust button is pressed for approx. 6 seconds, this
mode is exited saving the data modified so far.

3$5$0(7(5&21),*85$7,21
Hold down the button 'M' for at least 3 seconds to get
into the parameter configuration mode shown by the
letter '3'. A first pressure of the button 'M' automatically
enables the setting of the first parameter.
A further pressure of the button 'M' is for accessing the
modification of the next parameter.
Press the buttons '' or '', to modify parameters, i.e.
increase and decrease respectively.
To exit the parameter programming, no pressure on the
buttons must be detected by the thermostat for at least 8
seconds.
At the parameter configuration exit the device
automatically saves all the modifications carried out.
The access to the programming may not be enabled if
the operating selector is set to 'R'.
The 7 configurable parameters are described hereafter:
3(FRQRP\OHYHOVHWWLQJ

By entering the parameter configuration mode, the first


















3KHDWLQJFRROLQJ
Get into the second configurable parameter by pressing
the button ’M’ from the parameter ’3’: the number 2
starts flashing.
In this parameter you can select the operating mode by
pressing the buttons ’’ or ’’:
’&RR’: cooling mode;
’+($’: heating mode.


3WLPHUWHPSRUDU\HFRQRP\FRPIRUW
From the ’heating/cooling’ parameter press the button
’M’ to get into the third configurable parameter: the
number 3 starts flashing.
Set the duration of temporary mode change:
comfort/economy. By pressing the buttons ’’ or ’’ it is
possible to set the timer duration in the format: hour:
minutes with 10-minute-step increasing/decreasing.
The parameter can be adjusted within the range: 10
minutes (’00:1’) to 23 hours and 50 minutes (’23:5’).
If for example you set a 06:0 hour duration and press
the button NO in the comfort mode, the thermostat will
switch to the economy mode for 6 hours: the comfort
mode will be restored soon afterwards.

2IIVWDWH
If the selector switch is put on the symbol 'R', the
thermostat will be off.
The symbol 'R' will appear on the display and the time or
the current temperature are visualised.
The only active button is the 'K'', which allows the user
to alternatively display the time, the indoor and outdoor
temperature as well as to adjust the time.


&RPIRUWVWDWH
Rotating the selector switch on the symbol 'N' the device
will adjust room temperature in the comfort mode.
The symbol 'N' as well as the time and the current
indoor or outdoor temperature will appear on the
display. If the relay is operating in this mode, the symbol
'[' (cooling) or 'I' (heating) will be displayed.
Parameters may be modified and the clock adjusted in
this state.
(FRQRP\VWDWH
Put the selector switch on the symbol 'O' to get into the
economy mode.
The symbol 'O' as well as the time or the current indoor
or outdoor temperature are displayed.
In this mode room temperature is adjusted according to
the parameter no. 1 configured.
If off level is active, the symbol 'R'; will flash in the
display; if antifreeze level is active, the symbol 'Q'; will
flash; if the economy level 'ECO' is active, only the icon
'O' will appear on the display.
What has been said before is to be applied to the
economy states as well: temporary economy economy
Chrono, temporary economy chrono, with the only
exception of the icon 'O' which flashes in the temporary
states.
In case of relay activation the symbol '[' (cooling) or 'I'
(heating) appears on the display also in this mode.
Configuration parameters and clock adjustment may be
modified in this mode.

32IIVHW
The offset parameter, indicated by the number 5
flashing, corrects the room temperature value displayed.
Offset level can be changed within the range:
-3°C to +3°C.



$QWLIUHH]HVWDWH
Put the selector on the symbol 'Q' to get into the
antifreeze mode; the time or the indoor or outdoor
temperature as well as the symbol 'Q' are displayed.
In this mode the thermostat adjusts room temperature
according to the antifreeze setting: if the relay being
activated, the symbol 'I' will appear on the display.
Configuration parameters and clock adjustment may be
modified in this mode.

3+\VWHUHVLV
Select this parameter to set the hysteresis level within
the range: 0.0°C to +5.0°C. Press the buttons '' or ''
to respectively increase or decrease the value in 0.1°C
steps.





23(5$7,2102'(
The 5 operation modes may be chosen by means of the
rotating selector switch inside the cover. Select the
mode wanted, then press the button '2.' to enable it.





3,QGRRURXWGRRUSUREH
This parameter is for selecting the indoor or outdoor
sensor on which to adjust temperature: ’,Q’ (indoor), or
’28W’ (outdoor) can be selected by pressing the buttons
’’ or ’’. Outdoor probe is to be selected only if
connected to the device.

3+RXUVRIUHOD\DFWLYDWLRQ
This parameter, which is indicated by the number 7
flashing, is for displaying the relay activation time.
The time is expressed in hours up to a maximum of 984
hours (41 days); beyond this limit the time will be
displayed in days up to a maximum of 99 days.
This parameter being selected, the counter may be
zeroed by pressing the button ''.

If not, the thermostat will detect the variation after
approx. 3 minutes.

&KURQRVWDWH
Put the selector on the symbol 'K' to get into the
'Chrono' mode.
The thermostat adjusts room temperature by means of
an outdoor timer equipped with voltage free make
contact: if open, the thermostat operates in the Comfort
mode and the symbol 'N', is displayed, if closed, the
economy mode runs and the symbol 'O' is displayed.
The symbol 'K' will be in any case displayed together
with the indoor or outdoor temperature in & or the time.
If the relay is activated the corresponding icon
'[' (cooling), or 'I' (heating) will light up.
In this mode configuration parameters may be modified
and the clock adjusted. Outdoor contact state is

checked and read every 60 seconds.

7(03(5$785($'-8670(17
(&2120<&20)257$17,)5((=(
Room temperature may be adjusted at every time
whatever mode is operating.
Press the buttons '' or '' to respectively increase or
decrease the set point temperature.
The access to this menu is indicated by the flashing of
temperature numbers. To exit this mode either save the
new setting by pressing the button 'K'' or do not press
the buttons '' or '' for at least 3 seconds.
In the comfort as well as in the economy mode
temperature may be adjusted within the range
5°C .. 40°C, in the antifreeze mode instead within the
range 2°C .. 25°C.

7(03(5$785(7,0(',63/$<
Press the button 'KW' to alternatively display the time
and the indoor temperature. If the outdoor probe is
available, the outdoor temperature will be shown.
If there is no outdoor probe only the first two parameters
are displayed.

7(0325$5< 6:,7&+,1* 72 &20)257 
(&2120<
This function allows to invert temporarily the operation
mode in progress. Press the button 'N/O' to switch from
the comfort to the economy mode and vice versa. Timer
duration is pre-set in the configuration step and may be
modified by selecting and modifying the parameter no. 3
'Timer: temporary economy/Comfort'.
When a temporary state is operating, the icon
corresponding to this state flashes.
The hyphens of the upper bar will light, and after the
time is elapsed they will be off. A time interval of about 4
hours corresponds to each hyphen. 6 hyphens will light
if you set the max. time, i.e. 23:5 (23 hours and 50
minutes).
Less than one hour before the 4 current hours have
elapsed the respective hyphen will begin to flash.
One minute before the temporary state ends the hyphen
will turn off, whereas the icon will continue to flash until
the preceding state is enabled. If a temporary state is
active (flashing icon) and the state setting is changed
via a rotating selector, the new setting will prevail over
the active temporary state.

6(59,&((55250(66$*(6
The device is designed to communicate the following
basic information to the user.
(UURU
The error message '(UU' appearing on the display
shows that the cooling mode (P2 on 'Coo') was selected
while the parameter no. 1 was enabled in antifreeze
position. The thermostat will continue to operate, while
excluding the relay intervention (no. 1 parameter in 'off'
position as a reference for the thermostat). To exit the
error state perform one of the following operations:
- If the operating selector is in the ANTIFREEZE mode,
set the QRparameter to the heating mode '+HDW'.
- If the operating selector is not in the ANTIFREEZE
mode, set the QR  parameter to a different value
from the Antifreeze one, then press '2))' or '(FR'.
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configurable parameter is indicated by the number 1
flashing.
The economy level range, also called economy, may be
set here by pressing the buttons ’’ or ’’ and choosing
from one of the following options:
’2))’: the relay is always held in OFF position.
’$Q)’: the temperature is adjusted within the antifreeze
range.
’(&2’: the temperature is adjusted within the
economy range.
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